ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Law is an instrument of society order therefore it has to be in line with the society"s dinamics. Sometime, Law is made for the need of society"s future development, as Roscoe Pound said that "Law as a tool of social engineering". The above phrase often interpreted as "Law is a society development instrument". 1 The existence of foreign labor in Indonesia as capital and manpower investor in order to implement transfer of knowledge and transfer of know how, the need of professional expert and technologies to support working process made private companies hires foreign labors.
To regulate the traffic of foreign labor in Indonesia"s territory, Government immigration policy is embraced the principle of selective policy namely a policy based on selective principle. According to this principle, obly those foreigner who contributes to public and state of the republic of Indonesia welfare who disharm the security and order and do not hostile toward people neither the state of the Republic of Indonesia allowed to enter or leave Indonesia"s territory based on Pancasila and Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia 1945 known as UUD NRI 1945. To that extend it is necessary to form regulation and limitation for foreigner to stay in Indonesia. 2 Foreigner who intend to enter and stay in Indonesia regulated under Law of entering and leaving Indonesia"s territory, travel document of the Republic of Indonesia, visa, entering mark, stay permission, immigration supervision, immigration administrative action and investigation. It means that somebody or any party is forbidden unless allowed by Government. Thus, Government tied its role in any action of one of related party. Type and data sources of this research are as follows:
1. Primary data consist of data that is legally forceable directly collected from society due to observation and sighting. Primary data used in this research consist of relevant and related regulations with the research. types. First supervision is administration whereas second supervision is in-field supervision.
In-field supervision divided into open and close supervision.
Administration supervision of the immigration office is conducted by checking the immigration document legal status which in the form of travel paper or sponsor and visiting permit. In this supervision, the immigration office will have to conduct cross check with the companies (sponsor) of foreign labors in order to establish immigration permit. This meant to maintain the data validity. He underlined that the anticipation step to held an effective supervision process, his institution form monthly meeting by collecting reports from supervision team, either written and direct report. From each data, we can find out number of living permit violation, if the number is high, we will arrange tighter supervision and arrange more intensive socialization or establish warning for the company or foreign worker.
According to interview with Magner Sinaga
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, he explains that a supervision supposed to conducted toward companies who hires foreign labors as we worried to the emerge violation, particularly related to their validity and legality. Problem of the research related to living permit misused to work as the foreigner only hold visiting permit. Therefore requires maximum supervision to prevent the loss of local government.
He further explain that the immigration office class I of Kendari city is the authorized institution to establish working permit for foreign labor and also conduct supervision toward Based on interview with number of workers in a company which hiring migrant workers 13 concerning the on going supervision system involving entire government element namely immigration office class I of Kendari city, labor and transmigration office and local police department. Most officers stated that there is lack of coordination and strict action lead to the remaining number legal violation either against administrative, civil and criminal law committed by migrant worker toward local citizen or workers.
Immigration supervision toward violation of visiting visa by migrant worker in southeast Sulawesi
In term of foreigner"s supervision entering the territory of Indonesia particularly southeast Sulawesi, administratively done by checking the validity of immigration permit documents in the form of visa including visiting visa. Other action can be taken is data restrain and forbidden meant to prevent legal violation by ancipating foreigner"s visa missuse.
Principally the selective policy means that only foreigners who benefitable for public welfare, state and country of Republic of Indonesia and disharm National order and safety allowed to enter the territory of the Republic of Indonesia. Therefore, objective of foreigners" supervision is to support safety and stability from outsider, provide safety and orderliness for Indonesia citizen dan foreigner and preserve the "safe" image in global stage and to preserve legal supremacy. Generally, there are several immigration supervision types, namely:
1. Close supervision, the supervision conducted without applying office attribute 2. Periodic observation 3. Trailed after target 4. Undercover 5. Field check to prove the sponsor legality 6. Intelligent, conducted based on public report, to search more sufiicient evidence Intelligent operation is done without prior comfirmation to the hiring company, once the officer met foreigners" they will have document checking to be match with the ISSN: 2442-9880 | E-ISSN: 2442-9899.
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149 immigration officer"s data. Further checking is visa checking, meant to find out visa suitability with their on going activities. If the visa and document are proven dismatch with their activities, the foreigner will evacuate to immigration office to be interrogated by enforcement officer for the purpose of case deepening. Afterward, in-depth checking is applied and written in an investigation report, once sufficient evidence is found, preliminary investigation will be applied to be continued to investigation stage.
According to Rusfian effendi 14 as the migrant worker proven committed violation, immigration enforcement will be taken. There are 2 kinds of immigration enforcement namely immigration administrative and prostitia (court proceeding). Administrative action divided into various action, one of it is deportation, from January to April at least 20 foreigners being deportated to their home country.
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Therefore, passive supervision is needed, by responding public"s report toward migrant worker who indicates violates immigration regulations.
Quantitavely, the supervision human resources strongly influences supervision implementation by immigration office class I of Kendari city, since this situation caused many companies are missed. It raised the potential of harmful foreigners and companies by misusing their living permit. Number of supervision officer are bellow miminum requirement as it inequal with the number of supervised companies that is around 13 companies.
Particularly those companies located in remote and unaccessable area, as mining companies which located in the jungle and mountaneous area, causing the immigration office hardly implement their tasks and plan.
The respondent further described that the actual number of supervision officer only 3 personel, while we have to work in a tean and distances supervision objects location madeour tasks more difficult to implement. According to interview with Rofikoh Yunianto, it is known that the office has never proceed a report or directly handled visa missuse case whether in invterogation or investigation stage.
Thus, lack ofhuman resource caused the weakness of supervision function implementation which is a task of the immigration office class I of Kendari city. Thereby, maximum supervison toward companies hiring foreign labor in enable to accomplish. It requires an addition of human resources in order to fulfill a sufficient supervision. Whereas infield supervision conducted by direct checking to each company whose hiring foreigner worker and monitored each sponsor or company reagarding their staying permit legal period.
2. Immigration supervision toward visiting visa missuse in the southeast Sulawesi can be done by preventing prior the legal violation is committed. Such prevention is applied by conducting periodic observation, undercover and taking intelligent action. Enforcement action is done by investigating, proceeding and deportating the foreigner.
